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The A team
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Brief Bio

The Griddle —> SMS Marketing —> Jive —> Divvy —> Bill.com
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Most Revenue engines fight each other more than they fight the 
problems
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“Swing”



Swing. It only happens when all eight 
crew members are rowing in such perfect 
unison that no single action by any one 

is out of synch with those of all the 
others.





Swing Looks Like This



Key Principles of a Revenue team:

1. Create the right structure
2. Everyone carries a quota
3. Measure and compensate metrics one 

step deeper in the funnel
4. Make the north star is crystal clear  



One owner
CRO = Marketing, Sales, 

Success, Support, Revenue 
Operations
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Everyone Should Know 
and Fight For Everyone’s Goals 



It’s More Sophisticated Now, Same 
principles



“Well, I think I’ve been in 
the top 5% of my age 
cohort all my life in 
understanding the power 
of incentives, and all my 
life I’ve underestimated it.” 
- Charlie Munger

Sometimes the solution to a behavior 
problem is simply to revisit incentives 
and make sure they align with the 
desired goal.

Everyone owns a quota: 

Demand Gen = Quota

Sales = Quota

Implementation = Quota

Success = Quota
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BIG POINT

Subtext to BIG POINT
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North Star

When everyone understands the ultimate goal, they 
run their leg of the race much better.



North Star examples:
Revenue/Usage/FCF



Key Principles of a Revenue team:

1. Create the right structure  (one owner)
2. Everyone carries a quota (knows their number)
3. Measure and compensate metrics one step 

deeper in the funnel (one step beyond their 
direct control)

4. Make the north star is crystal clear (and very 
visible to everyone)



If You Make This Your GTM Operating 
Model You’ll:

1. Attract the real A players
2. Energize everyone with a common goal
3. See and fix mistakes before they 

snowball
4. Grow faster and out execute the 

competition  





Thanks and see you 
at the Q/A

Connect:
@SterlingMSnow 

Contact: 
Sterling@getdivvy.com
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